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Goals and contributions

Estimation of population parameters from two-stage surveys,
where:

first stage involves the use of an inexpensive and easy to use
diagnostic tool to screen a large population (the target
population).
second stage proceeds with more intensive assessments of a
sub-population.

Sub-population selection based on the diagnostic tool.

Traditionally, analyses of sub-population data deploy weights to
make inferences for the target population.

We develop a model that incorporates the diagnostic tool as an
auxiliary variable, to obtain unbiased and more efficient population
parameters than a weighted model.



Backdrop - the motivational study

SCALES - a population based survey on language development

Screening phase: all state schools in Surrey invited to take
part - 61% participated (n=263 schools).

Background data on 7267 children who began reception class
in 2011 (aged between 4 yrs 9 mths and 5 yrs 10 mths).

This included ‘initial’ diagnostic data on language ability:
CCC-S scores.

Intensive phase: a sub-sample of children, selected for
detailed assessment.

636 were selected.
Selection based (primarily) on the CCC-S questionnaire

So far, we have 3 measurements per child from (at least) six
in-depth questionnaires for expressive and receptive language
skills:

School year 1: 528/636 kids.
School year 3: 499/528 kids.
School year 6: 386/499 kids.



Backdrop - the selection criterion

The Children’s Communication Checklist-Short (CCC-S)
questionnaire

Shown to be as effective as standardised assessment in
identifying children at risk for clinically significant language
impairment

Scores range from 0-39 (discrete variable): 39 is indicative of
greatest communication deficit.

Used to identify low- and high-risk children.

Low-risk children had a lower sampling fraction.



Backdrop - inference



Use of weights

Typically used to control for the unequal probability of selection
and produce estimates for the target population.

We’ve previously used weights to produce population charts using
the LMS method (Vamvakas et al. (2019)).

W = W(design factors)

Design factors=risk of impairment (measured by CCC-S
qaire), number of pupils screened

Also allowed for unit non-response.



Use of weights

Known disadvantages of weights:

Probability-weighted estimators are generally inefficient
compared to unweighted estimators.

Use complete data cases only.

Many standard inferential procedures, such as the likelihood
ratio test, are not applicable alongside probability weighting.



Use of auxiliary information

Auxiliary variable(s) as an alternative way to control for unequal
probability of selection.

Borrowing one of Collins et al’s (2001) definitions, an auxiliary
variable is a variable that correlates with the partially observed
measure of interest and with the determinants of the ‘missingness’
mechanism.



Use of auxiliary variables in statistical models

A lot of evidence in terms of unbiased and more efficient
parameters compared with weighted estimators.

However,

Most evidence comes from the multiple imputation setting.

How do we put them in use under maximum likelihood?

Not aware of how non-Normally distributed auxiliary variables
would behave in this context.



Incorporation of auxiliary information under ML

Graham (2003)

Extra DV model:

AV predicted by X

Residual AV associated with
residual Y

Saturated Correlates model

AV associated with residual
X and residual Y.

If X and Y exogenous, AV
associated directly.



Our model

Vamvakas, Courtenay and Pickles (2021)
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Performance

Tested in simulations and applied to real (SCALES) data.

Simulations:

1000 datasets were created, each containing 2000 subjects.

Data distributions were based on parameters from SCALES.

Each subject had 3 repeated measurements.

Approximately 50% of subjects were missing in each dataset.

If missing at baseline then missing from subsequent time
points.

Probability of being missing dependent on the auxiliary
variable.



Performance - simulated data



Performance - extract from simulation results

The proposed models (PoAux and NbAux) were compared
against a weighted growth model (and several other models).

PoAux: assumes the auxiliary variable is Poisson distributed
NbAux: assumes the auxiliary variable is Negative Binomial
distributed

Performance measures include bias, efficiency and coverage.

Tested parameters:

Fixed intercept
Fixed effect of age
Random intercepts
Random coefficients
Covariance of random effects

See Vamvakas, Courtenay and Pickles (2021) for details.



Performance - bias



Performance - efficiency



Performance - coverage



Application to SCALES data

We use our model to construct language percentiles and growth
charts for the target population.

For this, no data are needed - only parameters from the model:

Cage = Xib +K
√

var(yji ∣Xi)

where:
Cage : centile value at a specific age.
Xib: fixed part of the model.
K : a value from the inverse cumulative Standard Normal
distribution.
var(yji ∣Xi): the conditional variance of the total residual of the
growth model.



Population growth charts

3rd degree polynomial in age 5th degree polynomial in age

6th degree polynomial in age 7th degree polynomial in age



Advantages of our auxiliary variable model

Inferences can be made for the full target population.

More efficient estimates than a weighted estimator.

Avoids the use of weights.

Flexible construction of norms, based only on model
parameters.

Z-scores
Percentiles
Velocities

Main growth model can be treated as any other regression
based model.

Use of polynomial terms.
Standard statistical tests apply, such as the likelihood ratio
test.
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